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General Comments

There were two sections in the examination paper and all of the questions were compulsory. Section A consisted
of 15 multiple choice questions (two marks each) which covered a broad range of syllabus topics. Section B had
six questions, four of them worth 10 marks each and two longer questions worth 15 marks, each testing the var-
ious topics of corporate profits tax, social insurance contributions, value added tax (VAT) and personal income
tax in more depth. The following paragraphs report on each section and focus on some of the key learning points.

The vast majority of candidates attempted all five questions, and there was little evidence of time pressure.
Where questions were left unanswered by the candidates, this appeared to be due to a lack of knowledge or poor
exam technique, as opposed to time pressure.

A small minority of candidates answered VAT question 4 well, otherwise answers were often incomplete or ap-
peared rushed in both parts (a)(ii) and (b)(ii) of question 4 respectively.

Candidates performed particularly well on questions 1, 2(a), 5(a) and 6(a). The questions candidates found most
challenging were questions 2(b), 4, 5(c) and 6(b).

This is mainly due to candidates’ lack of technical knowledge and also due to a failure to read question require-
ments carefully.

A number of common issues arose in candidates’ answers:

 Failing to read the question and notes to the question requirement carefully and therefore providing irrel-
evant answers which scored few if any marks.

 Poor time management between questions, some candidates wrote far too much for some questions
(especially 1 and 6(a)) and this put them under time pressure to finish the remaining questions.

 Illegible handwriting and forgetting to put numbers of questions answering.

Specific Comments

Section A

It should be noted that the majority of candidates attempted all of the questions, however performance could be
better if candidates tried to be more attentive in reading and understanding the requirements. Candidates prepar-
ing for the next examination of F6 (RUS) are advised to work through the specimen exam and sample questions
discussed here and to carefully review how each of the correct answers were derived. Section A questions aim to
provide a broad coverage of the syllabus, and future candidates should aim to revise all areas of the F6 (RUS)
syllabus, including latest update of the syllabus, rather than attempting to question spot. The following two ques-
tions are reviewed with the aim of giving future candidates an indication of the types of questions asked, guid-
ance on dealing with exam questions and to provide a technical debrief on the topics covered by the specific
questions selected.
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Example 1

Which of the following items are exempt from insurance contributions?
(1) Payments received from the municipal election commission for work related to conducting an election cam-
paign
(2) Material aid up to 4,000 RR per annum
(3) One-off material aid related to a child’s birth during the first year of up to 15,000 RR
(4) Sports clothes for participation by professional sportsmen in sportive competitions

A 1 and 3 only
B 1, 2, 3 and 4
C 2 and 4 only
D 2 and 3 only

This type of question reviewed candidates understanding of items which should be exempt from insurance con-
tributions. It was surprising that candidates struggled with this question, since it should be quite straightforward
in terms of logic application. Item 2 should not cause any difficulty for prepared candidates. The most preferable
answers were C and D respectively. Items 1 and 4 required some technical knowledge but the main logic is that
exempt items should be directly related with the professional activities whatever they are, municipal election
campaign or professional sportsmen competition.

The correct answer is B.

Example 2

OOO Cinema incurred the following expenses in the six months to 30 June 2017. All amounts are inclusive of
value added tax (VAT) where applicable:

– Film previews in the cinemas operated by chain Elle of 43,660,000 RR
– Degustation of cheese served in the cinemas before the film previews of 1,416,000 RR
– Advertising boards on the streets of 61,360,000 RR

OOO Cinema’s total revenue for the six months to 30 June 2017 was 3,500,000,000 RR (net of VAT)

What is the total amount of OOO Cinema’s deductible expenses for profits tax purposes for the six months to 30
June 2017?

A 87,000,000 RR
B 35,000,000 RR
C 90,200,000 RR
D 89,000,000 RR

The correct answer is A. The revenue net of VAT for which 1% limit should be applied is provided in the scenar-
io. This is already an insight given. The only thing that should be memorised by the candidates is the following:
advertising boards on the streets are among the list of non-limited deductible advertising expenses. Therefore, we
should net off this type of advertising expenses from VAT, add up 1% from the revenue net of VAT and come up
with the correct result as follows:

61,360,000*100/118 + 3,500,000,000*1% = 52,000,000 + 35,000,000 = 87,000,000

Distracter B took into account only limited revenue net of VAT provided in the question.
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B 3,500,000,000*1% = 35,000,000

Distracter C summed up all 3 amounts provided in the question and netted them off the VAT which is obviously
incorrect since most of advertising expenses are limited within 1% of revenue with several excepted categories
listed in the Tax Code.

C (61,360,000+ 43,660,000+ 1,416,000)*100/118 = 90,200,000

Distracter D added up 2 types of expenses, including film previews in the cinemas and advertising boards on the
streets and then netted them off.

D (43,660,000 + 61,360,000)*100/118 = 89,000,000

As a result of above I would recommend candidates to be more attentive to the reading of both the question and
answers provided in this section in order to gain more marks effectively.

Section B

Question One

This 10-mark question tested candidates’ knowledge of thin capitalization rules application, defining controlled
loan and uncontrolled loan, deductibility of interest for profits tax purposes, reclassification interest into divi-
dends, withholding tax rate for dividends.

In terms of interest deductibility, deemed dividends, and withholding tax, candidates’ performed well for the loan
from Forest ltd. However answers could be better concerning the analysis of loans from both Mountains Ltd. and
Russian bank respectively.

The typical mistakes were the following:

 Deducting VAT receivable from the assets part.
 Applying incorrect exchange rate to the principal loan amount

 Applying incorrect exchange rate to the interest calculations in February and/or March
 Forget mentioning 25% ownership criterion for defining controlled loan
 Treating loan from Mountain Ltd. as a controlled loan with the deductible interest calculation

 Not mentioning the reasons why loan from the Russian bank should be treated as a uncontrolled one

In general this question has been answered well by the majority of prepared candidates.

Question Two

This 10-mark question covered the topics of insurance contributions.

Part (a) for 7 marks required candidates to calculate the insurance contributions payable in respect to Vladimir
under a labour agreement for the year 2017. This part has been answered well by many candidates with a few
mistakes as below:

 Exemption for the annual voluntary medical insurance for his sister

 Including reallocation expenses to Sochi into taxable base
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 Including professional training into taxable base

The above mistakes could be avoided if the candidates have read the scenario more attentively.

It is surprising that part (b) was not answered better. In fact this part was really straightforward, asking the can-
didates to state the reporting deadline, the relevant authority, calculation and reporting periods for the insurance
contributions for the year 2017. The answers received were based on the old legislation applicable for the in-
surance contributions effective before the year 2017, therefore it seemed to be a clear lack of knowledge in this
part.

Question Three

This 10-mark question tested the various areas of personal income tax for both the employee and the individual
entrepreneur.

Part (a) for 6 marks examined knowledge of the taxable and exempt benefits received from employer as well as
taxable gain on property sales (coins) with the ownership period of 2 years. This part was answered satisfactorily
by many candidates. The only typical mistakes were the following:

 using the actual expenses of 200,000 RR when calculating the gain on sale of coins.
 deducting insurance contributions from the salary to get taxable base for PIT

 incorrect number of days for calculation of imputed interest income

Part (b) for 4 marks required a calculation of taxable base for the individual entrepreneur. Candidates performed
well in this part with the limited below mistakes:

 forgetting netting of business income from VAT
 non- application of one-off deduction for the coffee machine

Some candidates wasted time by calculating personal income tax whereas it was not required by the question.
This could have been avoided by reading the question requirement carefully.

Question Four

This 10-mark question tested candidates’ knowledge of VAT in terms of sales of debts receivables, debt waiver
given, VAT applicable for the both commissioner and the principal in a given scenario.

This question was not answered well mainly due to a lack of necessary knowledge for VAT in both subparts (a)(i)
and (b)(i) and lack of attentiveness to the questions required in both subparts (a)(ii) and (b)(ii) respectively.

In subpart (a)(i) the main mistakes were listed below:

 calculating VAT on sales of Estragon debt at a loss

 calculating VAT on partial debt waiver for Polyn
 disregarding VAT claw-back on prepayments paid to suppliers

Subpart (a)(ii) was mostly skipped by candidates. In cases when answers were provided, they seemed to be ra-
ther vague and not focusing on the specific requirements given in the question.
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In subpart (b)(i) the main issue was mixing the output VAT of the agent and input VAT of the principal into one
calculation for OOO Kaleva (principal) without understanding that the VAT rules are different for both principal
and agent.

Subpart (b)(ii) was also skipped by a significant majority of candidates. However there were few correct answers
in terms of including the VAT invoice into a relevant quarter with the reasonable explanation.

Question Five

This 15-mark question was devoted to the comprehensive personal income tax issues. Parts (a) and (b) included
examining the knowledge in the following areas for Yana: children allowance, educational deduction for her son,
imputed interest income on her mortgage loan, interest actually paid on mortgage loan during the year, housing
allowance, property deduction for the sale of inherited apartment and other items.

In this question candidates performed well with some outstanding answers. In terms of part (a) common mis-
takes were the following:

 incorrect number of months when calculating children allowance
 ignoring change of Central Bank key rate for the period from 1st October up to 31 December
 incorrect number of days for the interest calculating paid during the year 2017

 application of maximum housing allowance of 2,000,000 RR whereas the taxable base was less than
the above amount

 calculating tax to be withheld by employer when the result of taxable base is 0
 treating imputed interest income as an exempt item

 application of 35% to the imputed interest income on mortgage loan

Many candidates mixed answers related to part (a) and part (b) into one calculation and it was a quite difficult to
distinguish marks for the particular parts. I would recommend candidates to be more careful to the requirements
provided in the questions in order to gain more marks effectively.

Part (c) for 1 mark required a statement of personal income tax deadlines for both the annual tax return and in-
come tax payment. This subpart was answered satisfactorily since many answers provided were very far from the
question requirements, for example providing deadlines for annual corporate profits tax return.

Therefore, I’d like to remind the candidates to be more attentive to the wording of question’s requirements.

Question 6

This question tested candidates knowledge on the various subjects related to corporate profits tax for the service
company, including completion ratio for direct expenses, indirect annual medical insurance, business entertain-
ment expenses, penalties paid to the tax authorities. As regards to part (a) for 13 marks, it should be pointed out
that overall performance was quite good with the some typical below mistakes:

 including dividends received into taxable base

 incorrect calculation of completion ratio or even ignoring its calculation
 not including adjusted direct salary for the calculation of indirect annual medical insurance

 indirect medical insurance was not included into the base for calculation of business entertainment ex-
penses

 penalties paid to the tax authorities were included into deductible expenses
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Part (b) for 2 marks was skipped by the significant number of candidates. Those who attempted this part
showed vague answers, not relevant to the point asked. Therefore, it appeared to be a lack of technical
knowledge in this part.


